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Abstract: The Hindu faith is practised by more than one billion people worldwide. Hindus predominate in 

Nepal and India. For countless years, Hinduism has been the predominant religion in India. The religion is 

said to have its origins prior to 2000 BCE, during the height of the Harappa Civilization in the Indus 

Valley. Hinduism is now universally acknowledged to be a polytheistic religion that mixes the worship of 

several deities with the belief in a single divine reality (Molloy 78). A key element of this ancient religion is 

puja, which is a type of devotion that a person delivers to the image of a deity or a group of gods.All Pooja 

supplies must be purchased from the market. If the location we live in is foreign to us or if we just moved 

there, doing this religious ceremony becomes an exercise in this scenario. Every problem must have a 

solution, from where to get Supplies to where to distribute the goods. A unique website called VedikPooja 

caters to customer demands, suggests the essential items of equipment needed for the operation, and deals 

with the poojas that users want to execute. It is an automated mechanism that gives people all around the 

world access to all information pertaining to pooja. Users may interact with pandits online to learn more 

about each of their specialised fields of study. This programme is very significant in cities where pandits 

are hard to come 
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